TAC NANOPOWER GE 12.0 ICE HOCKEY STICKS ON ICE:
After testing on ice TAC NANOPOWER GE 12.0 stick, it's proved
that the stick is really excellent. The stick is manufactured of
top quality materials, of course. Because of its lightness the
stick is fast and light to handle, but the touch with the puck is
still soft. The stiffness of the shaft (90 flex) makes as well a
wrist shot as a slap shot successful without either one suffering. You can carry a 1,5 hour shooting training out without any
pain at all in your arms, so you can be very satisfied.

The stick behaves smoothly and scoring is easy. Test results
show that with some other sticks in the same weight class the
shot sometimes flies just anywhere. With TAC NANOPOWER
it's easy to give hard coffee cup high splat shots and to aim a
wrist shot under the upper rail of the goal.
The touch and use of the stick are first class, so you'll just have
to get more of them. Design 19 of the test stick is the most
popular, it's clearly the best. It's got a suitably curved and
suitably opening blade.

The stick balance is absolutely excellent. The lower hand can be
placed just at the centre of gravity so the weight of the blade
doesn't feel at all. The carbon fiber layer on the blade has not
shown any cracks at the hit point of the puck. It's common that
the surface of a foam blade starts sagging inside at the hit point
of the puck, but NANOPOWER hasn't shown anything the kind; it
has been taken into consideration in designing the inner
structure of the blade.

The tester has got 15 years' experience and has impartially
and very carefully familiarized himself with constructions and
features of all, before wooden and nowadays composite top
sticks on the market.

IN FOLLOWING YOU'LL FIND TEN TRUE ARGUMENTS TO GET YOU CONVINCED OF ABOVE MENTIONED:
1. The lightest carbon fiber stick on the market.
2. Lightness and complete balance make the stick fast to handle.
3. The concave design of the shaft gives an excellent grip and brings extra power to shots.
4. Very twist stiff wrist makes both PRECISE assisting and shots possible.
5. The stiffness of the shaft makes as well fast wrist shots as hard slap shots successful.
6. Smooth shaft surface and suitably light grip-coating make it easier to handle the stick
and cause not too much friction.
7. A real one-piece construction.
8. Reinforced blade structure at the hit point of puck improve durability significantly.
9. With help of nanotechnology the stick has been made unbelievably light without
compromising any of durability.
10. Traditional shaft design favored by players considering as well the shaft and the ankle
of the shaft without any extensions or oval constructions.
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